PARTNERS in LEARNING

April 23rd, 2020

May 21st, 2020

Dear Families and Carers,
As you are all aware we are beginning our move to onsite learning, with our year Prep - 2 students returning to school and classrooms from Tuesday 26th May. Our 3-6 students will remain offsite and continue
with Remote Learning until June 9th. From Tuesday June 9th our school will have ALL students back onsite
and learning in classrooms. We have carefully planned a comprehensive return to onsite learning schedule
and have started to share this with our school community. Please ensure you keep up to date with all the
details of our plans for return to onsite learning via our social media platforms which include Skoolbag,
ClassDojo, Showbie and our school Facebook Page.
In the meantime it’s important that you continue to support your children to keep a balanced approach to
home learning. Time spent using digital devices for learning should be broken up with physical exercise
and offline learning tasks often. It’s also important that during this time of remote learning we maintain
safe and responsible use of information and communication technologies. This includes:
The appropriate use of digital platforms, privacy and information protection
Respectful online communication.
Just as you set aside time for physical exercise, it is important to make time each day to check in on your
child’s mental health and wellbeing.
As your child continues to adjust to their new routine and not being able to see their friends in person, it is
important to be understanding of their feelings of frustration, anxiousness and even anger – every child will
react differently.
To support your child, please continue to use these mental health and wellbeing check ins to:


Provide an opportunity to talk about how they feel and listen to what they say



Identify one or two things they could do to address what they are concerned or angry about

Ask how they are going, whether they are finding it easy or hard to learn remotely, and if there is anything
they’d like your help with.
Please note that if you have any other concerns about the health and wellbeing of your child, contact your
class teacher directly, and your child’s class teacher will have access to resources that can help.
We appreciate that this point in time may be very challenging for you and your child as you prepare for
your child to return to school. Please know that we are fully prepared for providing the best care possible
for your child whilst they are onsite in our classrooms learning and playing in our playgrounds. We look
forward to welcoming back each and every child to the routines of learning in our classrooms

“Grief and resilience live together”.
― Michelle Obama, Becoming
Warmest Regards,
Kathy Cvitkovic – Assistant Principal 3-6 Learning Community
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Dear Parents,
We are all really excited to be returning to onsite learning. It will be wonderful to see
all the students again and rebuild our connections and relationships. Sometimes we
can forget that the best learning takes places when there is a strong, mutual respectful relationship between student and teacher.
Some fun maths games to play at home
1. It’s in the Cards
For a twist on the traditional card game War, assign values of 1 to the ace, 11 to the jack, 12 to the queen, and 13 to the
king, and face value for the cards two through 10 (for younger children, limit the game to number cards only). Playing in
pairs, each person lays two cards face up, then subtracts the lower number from the higher. Whoever has the higher
answer wins all four cards. If the totals are the same, the players flip over two more cards and repeat until there is a
winner.
Challenge: Use the two cards to form a fraction, and then compare to see who has the larger fraction. If they are equivalent, repeat until someone wins the round.
2. Weighing In
Line up a variety of fruits and veggies, such as oranges, bananas, cucumbers, kiwis, tomatoes, and bell peppers. Ask your
child to predict the order of the foods from lightest to heaviest. Use a balance scale to test their predictions, then rearrange the foods according to their actual weights.
Challenge: Slice each fruit in half. Invite students to analyse how the density of the fruit or vegetable affects its weight.
3. Twister Math
Stick labels with numbers, shapes, or images of coins onto the circles of a Twister mat. Give your child/children, in turn,
an equation, a description of a shape, or an amount of money, then have the student place his or her hand or foot on
the answer.
Challenge: Label the mat with numbers ending in zero, then call out numbers and tell kids they must round up or down
to the nearest answer.
4. Salute
This simple game is all about bringing together verbalisation and maths.
What you need to play: Two willing participants, Cards numbered 1-10 (these can be made from a sheet of paper)
How to play:
Step 1: The game starts with the two players facing each other. Each person selects a numbered card and sticks it on
their forehead, so the other player can see.
Step 2: The person leading the game gives a statement, such as what the sum of the two numbers is, the difference
between the two or the product of the two etc…..
Step 3: Each player has to work out what number is on their own card, based on what is written on the other person’s
head and the rule given.
5. The 24 Game
This is a very simple game that will help your child practice their arithmetic skills, and it is a game they can play with a
group of friends.
What you need to play: A pack of playing cards (The number cards only)
How to play:
Step 1: Each player picks 4 number cards at random from the pile.
Step 2: They then need to find a way to manipulate the 4 digits using any of the 4 operations (+, -, x, ÷) so the end result
is 24 For example, if they chose 4, 7, 8, 8, they could do (7 – (8x 4 = 24)
Step 3: If nobody is able to reach 24, you can make it closest wins!
Jennifer O’Connor
Assistant Principal Prep- 2 Learning Community
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